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News Travels Fast













Types of coverage 
➔ Proactive and reactive 

➔ Single study stories (mostly embargoed)  
➔ Hard news (new CDC guidelines, FDA drug approvals, NIH grant 

announcement, more cases of Zika)
➔ Analyses and explainers (Robin Williams and Lewy body dementia, 

why no one agrees on mammography guidelines)
➔ Features (patient/physician profiles, trends, controversies) 

Scientific American - How the FDA Manipulates the Media



Problem #1 We Have Short Attention Spans

➔ Pitches and story ideas look similar

➔ Pitches may seem too narrow 

➔ Pitches seem too specialized

➔ Deadlines, deadlines

➔ Fickle editors



Tips

➔Know the publication’s lead time 

➔Don’t pitch too far in advance unless it’s a monthly (especially for online 
publications)

➔Issue gentle reminders 

➔Ask when to follow up

➔Try to find a news hook

➔Anticipate when journalists need experts

➔Try to establish relationships with journalists



Problem #2 We Move on Quickly 

(Studies on the Mediterranean diet 
smell after three days.)  

➔ Relentless news cycle 

➔ Reporters and editors get story fatigue 

➔ Once a study is covered it may be over

➔ Publication’s priorities change



Tips

➔ Strike while the iron is hot

➔ Know about embargoes ahead of time

➔ Remind journalists you have a useful expert for ongoing news

➔ Offer to help build a narrative 

➔ Explain why it matters by providing more background information

➔ Don’t make promises you can’t keep

➔ Just check in 



Problem #3 We’re Not Great at Math

(Not feeling so confident about those 
confidence intervals.)

➔ Questionable statistical significance (or 
data that should be questioned)

➔ Inconsistent data

➔ Limited time for number-crunching

➔ A single study’s data doesn’t exist in a 
vacuum 



Tips

➔Contextualize findings of new study (does it reinforce other 
research findings?)

➔Explain why the numbers matter

➔Provide data in an easily digestible way 

➔Offer up researcher to explain the data (perhaps by email?)



Problem #4 Clicks and Pageviews Matter

(You’re not going to like this headline.)

➔ Publication’s style and editorial voice may 
favor hyperbole 

➔ Keywords often determine copy

➔ A need to stand apart from competition

➔ Need to win the Google News race

➔ Need to get the story out quickly

➔ Placement doesn’t drive a story’s success; 
SEO and social media does



Tips

➔Produce press materials that reflect the way journalists write headlines

➔Know that every nuance won’t make it into coverage 

➔Anticipate the possible errors journalists may make

➔Offer to share story on social media

➔Encourage your experts to be on social media 

➔Keep an eye on Google News

➔Prioritize ahead of time what is worth being angry about  



ENDIT

(Journalist-speak for I’m all done! Thank you.)


